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April 26, 1986
Pripyat, Ukraine
400 times more radioactive material than the 
Hiroshima atomic bomb was released
No immediate evacuation was ordered – didn’t 
acknowledge until two days later!
Affected Ukraine, Belarus, Russia, Europe
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Environmental Issues
STEM
Geography
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Medicine
“Radioactive Boars Rampaging Through Germany” 
August 3, 2010
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Politics
Policy
Foreign Relations
Cold War
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Literature ~ Narrative Accounts
Journalism
Rogue Tourism
Arts
Language
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*PPT Presentations
*Films
*Ukrainian Speakers
*K12 Workshop
*On campus event
*Videoconference with 
Ukrainian Classroom
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What happened 25 years ago at Chernobyl?
Why is Chernobyl important today?
What can we learn from this tragedy?
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